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This edition carries the report of the 113th Varsity match, Town v Gown in January, articles by Julian
Malins and Robert Franklin about Bob Nairac {appointed Treasurer of OUABC by Bob or ‘Bobby’ in
unusual circumstances, see below}; and news about alumni and the Alumni Association. This edition
is therefore long, for which I apologise.
Bob Nairac resuscitated OUABC as a freshman in 1969 and without him there would be no Varsity
boxing! It seemed inappropriate to commemorate Bob in 2019 when the match was in the ‘town’ of
Cambridge but there was a successful luncheon for forty alumni of both OUABC and CUABC on 13th
March at the Oxford & Cambridge Club in Pall Mall. It was a wonderful afternoon attended by
Rosemonde Nairac, Bob’s surviving sister. Old faces met for the first time for nearly fifty years.
Charles Masraff {1970, Winner} deserves great credit for organizing it. With the advent of Covid-19
the timing could have been better and with fourteen late cancellations, there was concern that it
may be a proverbial damp squib but it was not to be and, of course, it would not have happened at all
if it had been arranged for a few days later. {The last participants were still ‘participating’ when I
left at 8-15pm …..!}. Charles generously donated cases of excellent Armenian Champagne which
contributed to the ‘participation’; see: https://www.armenianwines.co.uk/
Thanks to the generosity of attendees and those non-attendees who did not claim a refund; a
substantial sum has been raised for OUABC.
CUABC won the 113th Varsity match on 7th March by 6 bouts to 3 and so lead the Truelove Trophy by
55 contests to 54. There was a much better performance overall from OUABC than last year and with
a little good fortune, OUABC could have had a victory. All except one bout went the distance and the
one that did not was an Oxford win.
There were two poignant moments during the evening. The Michaelmas edition carried a eulogy to
the wonderful boxer and coach who gave so much to OUABC, Percy Lewis; and a minute’s silence was
held in his memory.
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Second, also in attendance were six of the CUABC team of 1970; a full fifty years since they boxed
that year. They would be the first to concede that their appearances had changed somewhat!
That stated, for the second year running there were issues surrounding the position of Captain with
Stan Dumas, to his credit, standing in at short notice. It is important that the Captain is involved in
the intimacy if not in the corner, at least ringside; in the changing room; and seen to encourage
boxers entering the ring and to commiserate or congratulate after they leave.
Nairac was a truly inspirational Captain and no-one expects these qualities from every OUABC Captain
yet boxers do not box for the coaches, however good they are; they box for the University, the team,
and themselves.
OUABC have even had non-Boxing Captains before; usually when an excellent
freshman came through and beat the Captain in an elimination bout and choosing a good boxer as
Captain for the following year used to work as he had the respect of his teammates. Forty eight years
on and prior to entering the ring for my first Varsity bout, I remember the encouragement I received
from Bob Nairac and Shane Fane-Hervey, my predecessors as Captain. It matters. Stan’s performance
indicates that he has earned respect as a boxer.
It used to be the Captain who chose the team with the advice of the coach {whose advice it would be
unwise to gainsay}; whether Alf Gallie, Percy Lewis, Henry Dean. One difficulty is that with the lack
of school boxing even captains are relatively inexperienced and more reliant on coaches but there is a
role for a captain to raise the standards of boxers and get them up for what will always be a tough
match against CUABC. It is the Captain, not the coach, who knocks on College doors to cajole,
persuade, and beg students to box. Let us hope that Stan is supported by everyone in the Club.
As in 2019, CUABC had a clear advantage with returning Blues. CUABC had four returning Blues while
OUABC had only two and one of them, Mu-Huan Lee, had to move up a weight at short notice and was
at a distinct disadvantage thereby. In 2019, the best OUABC boxer was Conor Gleeson and he could
easily have won his bout had he chosen to box. There must be some reason why OUABC boxers who
gain a Blue do not return to box and the reason has to lie within OUABC as Cambridge have so many
returning Blues. Most of the Cambridge boxers were also taller with a longer reach which requires an
OUABC boxer to have the guts and technique to deal with them.
Dave Mace, the OUABC coach, mentioned that OUABC boxers stop boxing after ‘concussion’ and that
some go to a doctor and told to stop boxing if they have a headache. OUABC boxers have few enough
bouts before the Varsity match and insisting on headgear for training may be worthwhile if alleged
‘concussion’ is to be avoided; especially with the heavier weights. Head injuries are serious and
symptoms of concussion include: a headache that doesn't go away or isn't relieved with painkillers;
dizziness; feeling sick or vomiting; memory loss – not remembering what happened before or after the
injury; clumsiness or trouble with balance; unusual behaviour – irritability, perhaps from sudden mood
swings; feeling stunned, dazed or confused; changes in vision – such as blurred vision, double vision or
"seeing stars; and struggling to stay awake. It may be worth OUABC asking anyone who claims that
they have been concussed their symptoms and ensuring that if a boxer claims to have had concussion,
that in the interests of the Club and the boxer they are checked at hospital. By the time next season
comes round, Covid-19 should be over.
A further disappointment in the evening was the continued failure of CUABC and OUABC to agree a
modus vivendi to stage a woman’s match. Rachel Dauncey, this year’s excellent OUABC President,
issued a statement a few weeks ago in explanation but we should be able to manage things better for
the future and I wonder if some sort of mediation should be tried, perhaps through the ABA.
Last year’s edition referred to the possibility of appointing a Fixtures’ Secretary and boxing against
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Durham University. Hopefully, progress can be made soon for it was gratifying to see so many OUABC
boxers matching CUABC aggression; something which was lacking in many bouts in 2019. Oxford
boxers tend to box and CUABC to fight and the OUABC coaches have a tough time to train ‘boxers’ in
a few weeks. It can take four to six weeks for a boxer to get a medical to be able to box and so the
time available to train novices is even shorter than it was.

Cambridge win the 113th Varsity Boxing Match.
Featherweight. {57 kg}
Matthew Proctor {University College} v Rafael Bertoli-Mitchell {Christ’s}.
In 2019, OUABC had no
featherweight and Matthew Proctor
came up against a CUABC opponent
who had entered the ring before his
walkover. This was a great bout
with 2 two fisted boxers both with
high energy levels. I had Matthew
the winner, perhaps on a split
decision as Bertoli-Mitchell missed a
good deal but he won the third round
as Matt had to take a standing count.
The judges must have awarded
CUABC the first round as the decision
was unanimous. Matthew Proctor is
a good prospect and should be
encouraged to come back in 2021.
Matthew Proctor…
Lightweight. {60 kg}

Mu-Huan Lee {Trinity} v Athi Chellappa {Churchill}
Mu-Huan was required to box his 2019 opponent. The CUABC boxer still had a stronger physique than
southpaw Mu-Huan who seemed less than fully fit and was very tired by the third round. Mu-Huan
boxed better than in 2019 and was able to defend more effectively but it was still a unanimous
decision in favour of the two fisted Cambridge boxer. Mu-Huan deserves immense credit for boxing
when so many did not appear at all. It is never easy to box an opponent who has beaten you
previously.
Light Welterweight. {63.5 kg}
Benjamin Penny {St Edmund Hall} v Callum Nicolas
{St. Catherine’s}
This was one of the best bouts of the evening with
Ben taking on a taller ‘rangy’ opponent with a longer
reach who had the added advantage of being
southpaw. The Teddy Hall boxer used an effective
right hand, the traditional method of dealing with
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southpaws, of course. Callum Nicolas took his front foot off the floor when punching; a curious
technique which did him no favours yet he inflicted a standing count against Ben in round two.
Tables were turned in the third round when Ben inflicted a standing count against Nicolas. The later
in a bout that one is seen to have inflicted damage, the more likely the decision will go in one’s
favour and so it proved with the Oxford boxer winning a unanimous decision to wide acclaim for both
boxers from both sets of supporters.
Welterweight. {67 kg}
David Kim {Ch.Ch} v Matthew Elliott {King’s}
With Yannis Goutzamanis dropping out of the Varsity match a few weeks before the match David
Kimbravely stepped in although he would have been much more comfortable at Light Welterweight.
David found it difficult to handle a taller, two fisted opponent who benefitted from longer reach and
he was warned for holding by the referee. Elliott was aggressive and seemed fitter. Kim dropped his
head in the third round to avoid punishment which invites more as one cannot see where the next
punch is coming from. It was a brave performance but the Cambridge boxer won a deserved
unanimous decision.
Light Middleweight. {71 kg}
Stanislas Dumas {Keble} v Sebastian Dex {Trinity}.
Stanislas was the second returning OUABC Blue and put a brave and ultimately successful performance
against a two fisted CUABC boxer. Both boxers were bloodied by the end of the first round which Dex
probably shaded and it was another great bout. A common OUABC fault is that our boxers keep their
right hand {for orthodox boxers} away from the right side of the face and take too much punishment.
This is always more likely when one’s opponent has longer reach; which is the case for many of the
Cambridge boxers. Stanislas was the only one of two OUABC boxers who avoided this inherent fault
and outfought a worthy opponent, also a returning blue; to take a unanimous decision.
Middleweight 1. {75 kg}
Max Jenkins {Corpus Christi} v Alexander Stoilov {Gonville & Caius}
Stoilov was taller and more experienced than the Oxford boxer and inflicted a standing count in the
first round. Max found it difficult to stay out of trouble against a two fisted aggressive opponent who
inflicted a second standing count in the third round. Max should be proud of a brave performance.
Middleweight 2. {75 kg}
Niki Repin-Millard {Exeter} v Marcus Parkes {Hughes Hall}
In contrast to 2019, there was only one bout which was stopped, and this was it and in favour of
OUABC although I thought it a little harsh on the CUABC boxer. Niki fought in a compact manner and
like Stanislas Dumas, avoided taking too much punishment. Although warned for slapping, he inflicted
standing counts on Parkes in both the first and second rounds by boxing with both fists and protecting
himself.
Light Heavyweight. {81kg}

Ben Spencer {Jesus} v James Lee {Jesus}
In 2019 Ben Spencer faced the experienced CUABC Captain and this year was doubly unfortunate to
come up against James Lee who was the 2019 CUABC winning Heavyweight. Lee was slightly taller
and more solidly built so Ben had a hard time of it although he stuck at the task manfully. Like so
many of the CUABC boxers, Lee is two fisted and inflicted a standing count on Ben in the second
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round. Unusually, he used an effective upper cut against his smaller opponent. Ben’s performance
was better than in 2019 and he deserves great credit.
Heavyweight. {91 kg}
Axel Forssberg {Jesus} v Alistair Greenwood {Homerton}
Alex was unfortunate to lose on a split decision. It took a while for Axel to get into his stride against
a more aggressive two fisted {How many times has a reference been made to that in this Report?}
hard hitting southpaw opponent so that he took a standing count in the first round. Axel was
especially effective in the second round and by the third, Greenwood was ‘blowing’. I gave Axel the
second and third rounds and was surprised that the decision went the other way. If Axel had managed
to stay out of a little more trouble in the first round, he would have won.

Women’s Matches.
Laura Hackett {Brasenose} v Becca Arkwright {Hertford}. 48kg.
Becca, with a longer reach, used jabs effectively against southpaw Laura and was more aggressive.
Going forward looks good to judges when boxers are evenly matched and one is not especially
dominant. Laura was not aggressive enough; something which comes with experience and Becca won
on a unanimous decision.
Emily Hobbs {Brasenose} v Rachel Dauncey {Trinity}. 55kg.
As a successful President of OUABC in ostensible charge of proceedings on the night, it would have
been easy for Rachel to cry off a match in which she was on a hiding to nothing. This is not to take
anything away from Emily who won as she deployed both fists, was more compact with a good
defence and duly won an entertaining bout on a split decision.
Joanna Heymann {New College} v Lakshmi Manoharan {Nuffield} 58 kg.
Lakshmi used her height to jab effectively with the occasional right hand over the top of Joanne’s
defence to vary her attack. Lakshmi won a deservedly victory on a unanimous decision . Both boxers
should be proud of their performance.
Maddy Leddy {St Cross} v Liath Campbell {non-student member of OUABC} 59kg.
Both women fought well but Maddy had a significant height and reach advantage which allowed her to
claim a unanimous decision.
NEXT YEAR’S MATCH WILL BE 6TH or 13th MARCH 2021! TBC

Town v Gown

Oxford Union, 25th January 2020.
The Oxford Union debating chamber is a fitting location for the event, as boxing seems to me to be
the physical embodiment of the process of discursive conflict that occurs during a debate.
Town vs Gown is organised entirely by the students who make up the committee of Oxford University
Amateur Boxing Club. On the night, a team of volunteers from OUABC dedicate their time to help the
committee in ensuring that the night runs smoothly. The committee and volunteers did a brilliant job
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this year and put on a seamless and professional show, consisting of 13 action-packed bouts, which
left the distinct impression in the spectators that the tickets were money well spent.
The show is the second biggest in the OUABC calendar, after the Varsity match against
Cambridge, and it is one of the highest attended amateur boxing matches in the whole country
(although the annual Women’s Boxing Show, which runs in Michaelmas, is quickly growing in
popularity after having been established in 2018). The primary purpose of Town vs Gown is to prepare
boxers in the club for the Varsity match by giving them the essential experience of an amateur bout
in front of a large crowd. Despite the name of the show, 5 of the bouts were internal, matching 2
OUABC boxers against each other. This was done to ensure that as many OUABC fighters as possible
could compete. The Town fighters also came from other areas besides Oxford such as London and
Whitley. {Paul Sapper, Secretary}
As in most years, many of the OUABC boxers had never had a bout before the night, and some
had only started boxing in October. The OUABC boxers showed a marked improvement on 2019
although the old problem of Oxford boxers not keeping the right glove near the face {for orthodox
boxers} was still prevalent so they took more punishment than necessary. The benefit of TvG is that
it gives boxers the chance to face fighters who are aggressive and streetwise and it is a credit to
several OUABC boxers that they outfought ‘club’ opponents.
As stated above, OUABC are coached to box whereas CUABC are taught to fight and it has ever
been so. Given the disappearance of boxing in schools, nearly all boxers arriving at Oxbridge are
novices and it is easier to train up someone with latent aggression as a fighter than it is someone who
is more averse to slugging it out and so Cambridge seem to have an inbuilt advantage. This puts
Henry Dean’s wonderful achievements as coach after school boxing declined into perspective!
There were thirteen bouts in all as follows:
1) Female, 57kg: Lakshmi Manoharan {Nuffield} v Paddy Lee {Exeter}. Paddy had her first bout
and deserves credit for the way she boxed. Lakshmi was able to score using her reach and won
unanimously.
2) 58kg: Ryan Fincham {Pembroke} v Andrew Marotta {St Hilda’s}: Andy kept his right hand to the
right of his face so Ryan was able to jab despite looking at the floor whenever Andy threw a
punch. Andy won unanimously after a strong third round.
3) 61kg: Charles Sillett {St Peter’s} v Matthew Proctor {Univ}. Matthew was the more two fisted
but less measured while Charlie seemed to be fitter. It was an exciting bout with Charlie
having a standing count in the third while Matthew had two. Charlie won on a split decision.
4) 64kg:David Kim {Ch.Ch} v Chris Ockwell. {Thames Valley ABC, Newbury}. David was able to
land rights but was caught in the corner too often by a decent boxer and took a standing count
in the second round. The doctor stopped the bout. It was a creditable if losing performance
by David who gained very good experience.
5) 75kg: Tom Lousada {Univ} v Dan Stringer {Imperial College}. The Imperial College boxer was
two fisted and on the front foot but took punishment from Tom’s decent left hand. Tom’s
performance was creditable and he lost on a split decision which, on another day and a better
defence, would have gone his way.
6) 68kg: Luka Deekeling {Magdalen} v Lucas Marino.{Thames Valley ABC} This was a great bout,
one of the best of the evening. Although Luka took a standing count in the second round,
against a two fisted aggressive opponent, he stood up well and came back well, only losing on a
split decision.
7) 73kg: Stanislas Dumas {Keble} v Jerome Pringle {Thames Valley ABC}. Stan a returning ‘Blue’
used effective jabs against a two fisted aggressive opponent. Stan came back in the second
round but slowly lost momentum and, therefore, the bout on a split decision.
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8) 62kg: Mu Huan-Lee {Trinity}{ v Giedan Busi {Oxford ABC}. Southpaw Mu is another returning
‘Blue’ and fought well to outpoint a decent opponent on a unanimous decision.
9) 68kg: Yannis Goutzamanis {St. Cross} v Ali Gomma {Whitley ABC}. Yannis was game and went
forward throughout but took punishment against an aggressive opponent and lost the bout on a
unanimous decision.
10) 74kg: Niki Repin-Millard {Exeter} v Remel Francis {Blackbird Leys}. The first round was even and
both boxers fought well in a wonderful bout for which both boxers were congratulated by the
referee which Remel won on a unanimous decision.
11) 75kg: Adrian Kozhevnikov {Magdalen} v Alex Brindle {Somerville}. Alex acknowledged his fellow
OUABC opponent with a wink before the bout which is not the best precursor to a fight and
perhaps indicated an expectation that, as Captain, he would win. Alex probably took the first
round but still had a standing count and Adrian took the second round. In the third Alex was
dead on his feet taking punishment so will probably have to be fitter for the Varsity match. It
was a great bout for which both boxers were congratulated and Adrian won on a unanimous
decision.
12) 75kg: Max Jenkins {Corpus} v Zoran Vjestica {Blackbird Leys}. Another great bout in which
Zoran came forward towards Max’s firm jabs. Max is not a hard puncher but he is effective and
he won a unanimous decision against a likewise skillful boxer.
13) 90kg: Axel Forssberg {St Cross} v Kymal Austin {Blackbird Leys}. Axel relied on an effective jab
and a swinging right which inflicted damage on his opponent and was able to win a unanimous
decision. Another excellent bout.

Outreach
OUABC received a generous but anonymous donation from an alumnus which has allowed him to work
with the Club to set up a ‘Alf Gallie Memorial Hardship Fund’. The fund will allow students who
struggle to pay OUABC subscriptions and cannot get any College funding to apply for half or full
subsidy. This needs to be promoted by the Club, including at the Fresher’s Fair presumably; and by
the Men’s and Woman’s Captains during the season.
OUABC took 15 year old Katie Lane with them on the warm weather training camp in Tenerife and
chaperoned by Dr. Isra Hale. Katie is a thrice times national Champion and is an England Talent
Pathway boxer.

Women’s Boxing.
Katya Marks {Women’s Captain} and Kaya Axelsson {Vice-President} competed in the British
Universities Championship [BUCS]. Katya was subject to what can only be described as an unusual
adverse decision but Kaya won a silver medal.

Miscellaneous
If you wish to keep abreast of OUABC: http://www.ouabc.com
Alumni are welcome to write articles of their recollections of OUABC or even fiction but such should
be boxing and, ideally, OUABC related.
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DAVE McBRIDE
I received the following e-mail from an alumnus which is included without comment: “Dave McBride
was heavyweight in 1987 when Robin Duggan was captain. I did not know Dave but am told he was a
first class teammate, a man of integrity, a popular member of the squad… and crucially won the
deciding bout so we won 5-4!
Dave was in the Australian military and is in serious trouble with the authorities for whistleblowing.
He was due to come to the GLD opening but had to cancel at the last minute because of his situation.
You can read a brief account of his plight at the link below. In no way do I claim that I know all the
details, or whether his account is accurate, but I wonder if we should consider including something in
the newsletter. You will see from the link that he is crowdfunding legal expenses, and many of his
teammates have decided to contribute (I noticed even a CUABC ‘foe’ from the 80s had done so as
well). I have some reservations about an article because I believe the newsletter should never
become political. But on the other hand, he is one of ‘us,’ the news is public, and an article could
give only facts and not condone his actions or otherwise. I am also impressed at the many, many
examples of OUABC members helping each other out in times of trouble over the years.”
https://uk.gofundme.com/f/50-years-in-jail-for-whistleblowing-on-the-adf
WEBSITE BUILDER.
Following the appeal in the last newsletter, thanks go to Hugo Morgan (Middle 1986, 1987) who has
kindly volunteered to help. We are still waiting for developments on this.
SPONSORSHIP.
"The club is always looking for sponsorship opportunities, either for its individual events or to help
fund its annual expenses such as: replacing kit and equipment, paying travel for away boxers and
coaches coming to Oxford, paying travel for Oxford boxers going to competitions, subsidising the
January training camp for those in need. For either corporate or individual sponsorship please contact
the OUABC President, Rachel Dauncey, at: rachel.dauncey@trinity.ox.ac.uk .
Financial Support and Gift Aid.
Alumni support OUABC in many ways, financially and by giving their time and thank you to everyone
who donates to the Club directly or by standing order to the Alumni Association. The GLD gym would
not have been installed without the efforts of Chris Mack and so many alumni, and the Outreach
programme is going from strength to strength. If anyone wishes to donate by standing order to the
Alumni Association please contact the Treasurer, Tim Fell: tim@fell.net .The Alumni Association
distributes funds to the Club over time as and when needed and has helped the Club to survive on
occasion. For those who wish to donate to the Club directly, it is possible to do so via the University
using the following link and such donations attract Gift Aid and are uplifted by 25%.
https://www.campaign.ox.ac.uk/make-a-gift?id=4a9455e7-b5c0-4b89-8629-a3a814c8e725
The Association is buying a cup to be presented to the most valiant OUABC boxer at the Varsity
match, not necessarily either a victor or the best. More details to follow but if you want your funds
to go towards the purchase of this trophy, please let Rachel and Tim know. Their details are above.
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Association Issues
Peter Ho is kindly working on devising a new constitution for the Alumni Association. As readers
know, we are subject to the delights of GDPR and while our current operation is informal and
fortunately so, we need to ensure that we are on safe ground. Thanks are due to Peter and watch
this space.
Sporting Apparel or ‘Stash’ if you prefer.
It is not currently possible to get ‘stash’ directly from OUABC as the stash officer has stood down.
New details will be available in the Michaelmas edition, we hope. Meanwhile items can be bought
from the OU Sports Shop: https://www.ousportshop.com/sports-clubs/boxing

‘BOBBY’ OR BOB NAIRAC.
Memories of Bobby Nairac by Robert Franklin Quondam Fellow of All Souls College.
Bobby was entirely responsible for my becoming Senior Treasurer of the OUABC. As we were chatting
after a tutorial, he told me that he had come up to Oxford with the key ambition of getting a boxing
blue, but had been appalled to discover that the club was on the brink of dissolution because of
financial problems. With extreme pomposity – I was all of three or four years older than he was – I
said how much I approved of undergraduate sport. After the next tutorial, he said “Put your money
where your mouth is”, and explained that he had persuaded the current treasurer to resign, and
needed a new one – me – to help him sort things out. I didn’t have much option, really, and so I owe
him one of the most unexpected, and wholly enjoyable, experiences of my life.
It was also nerve-wracking occasionally. We staged our first varsity match as a “dinner show”, with a
ring in the ballroom of the Randolph Hotel, as we had been told that that was the way to make money
(it did). But it entailed quite a substantial preliminary outlay, for which I might be personally
responsible if things went wrong. They did. There was industrial action which threatened power cuts,
and we were faced with the possibility of the ring lights going out. Fortunately, I was being helped by
an undergraduate boxing enthusiast, not a boxer himself, who was a great deal more practically
competent than I was. He managed to source a mobile generator (I think from a local RAF base), and
we put it in the Randolph car park. In the event, it was not needed. He also discovered that Charles
Forte, who then owned the Randolph, was keen on boxing, and suggested that we should invite him as
a guest. He came, presented a case of champagne to be auctioned from the ring towards the club
funds, bought it himself at an inflated price, and gave it to the team to drink after the match. It was
a very stylish gesture.
Bobby was always far too courageous. If my memory serves me right, he was concussed playing rugby
shortly before one bout, went back on again, was concussed again, and remained on the field till the
end of the match. We assumed that he would have to withdraw, but he was having none of it, and
went into the ring to the strains of The British Grenadiers.
But he also expected his friends to behave the same. Once, I was staying with him, and we went
fishing on a very gusty afternoon. The wind caught my back-cast, and I got the hook in my forehead. I
said “I’ve had enough of this, it’ll be my eye next.”, to which he replied “Oh, don’t bother about
that. My father’s fishing just upstream, and he’s an eye surgeon.” I regret to say that I did not rise to
the challenge.
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Another memory, I hope not too unreliable, is that he kept a goshawk, named Gos, in a shed at the
end of the garden of St Benet’s Hall, which was then presided over by Fr James Forbes, a splendid
sport. The story went that he flew it illicitly in Christ Church Meadow, and it stooped on a small fluffy
dog. The dog had the wit to take to the river, but, having got there, did not have the wit to swim.
Gos had to be exiled in disgrace.
The last time I saw Bobby was while he was serving in Ireland. I was sitting in my Oriel window
overlooking the High, and I saw him get out of a car opposite, and dodge immediately into the recess
of a shop door, the better to survey the surroundings before venturing out. He joined me, and we had
a long conversation, but I felt throughout that he was haunted, and he never stopped gazing either
way, up and down the road.
I’ve had the good fortune to meet some pretty impressive people in the course of my life. But Bobby
stands head and shoulders above them all. It is the greatest honour of my life to have been his friend.

Robert Nairac G.C.
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SOME MEMORIES OF NAIRAC WRITTEN FOR THE 1997 CENTENARY OF OUABC.
Julian Malins Q.C. Blues 1969, 70, 71
In February 1969 I walked from Brasenose across The Broad to Trinity to seek out the then Captain of
OUABC. I found him. We had a most disagreeable conversation. “The Boxing Club is dissolved”, he
said, “bugger off”. I pressed him - somewhat timidly - as to whether this could really be the case. In
the end and only to get rid of me, he said, “you’re the second person to come round here about the
boxing club”. “And who was the first?” I asked. As I write this, I can still hear the reply; “someone
called Nairac, at Lincoln”. Within a minute, we had met; within five, we were friends and before the
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sun had set, we had recruited a team, revived the club and kept the fixture with Cambridge. It was
indeed, action this day.

I understand that in the Army, Nairac was known as Bobby and it is true that at Oxford, there were
many who called him Bob. But though we shared a flat together on Boar’s Hill, boxed together,
played rugby together [picking him for the 1970 Greyhounds against the LX Club was a seriously good
decision] and, if I had not a brother, he would have been my best man, to me he was always Robert.
The Oxford class of ‘68 was good looking, confident and unlike any previous generation since the
1930’s. We came after austerity and before the shadow of stress had fallen on the young. We parked
our cars in Radcliffe Square. We dined at The Elizabeth. The sun shone and the girls were sensational.
Work was not on the agenda. In his third year, Robert’s car was stolen and though it was recovered,
his history notes had mysteriously disappeared. Of course the Rector of Lincoln allowed him a fourth
year. It made no difference that his notes had been his ‘A’ level notes. Undergraduates were chosen
by different criteria in those days. It was the Swinging Sixties. Even against such a backdrop, Robert
stood out. He was the most handsome of his generation. He had a terrific aura. No one could be in his
presence without feeling the better for it. This is a great and rare gift. He never once indulged in a
biting or satirical jest, which is always remembered by the victim long after it is forgotten by the
speaker.
Apart from his skill in the ring, Robert was an expert falconer. He kept - indeed he lived with and
expected his friends to live with - a variety of ferocious hawks. I recall one particularly large and
violent bird which used to perch on his wardrobe. This monster was normally kept hooded but if
Robert thought that a guest was getting above himself - as rugby players usually do in the presence of
boxers - he would unhood the beast and demonstrate the Nairac method of feeding. Robert would
place a small cube of raw steak on the bridge of his nose, between his eyes. Then he would approach
the creature and put his face about 12 inches from the hawk’s and, holding its gaze, remain
motionless. After an agonising wait the hawk would strike and take the piece of steak, leaving
Robert’s eyes and the rest of his face unscathed. This was not a trick. There is no method of training
a hawk to do this - on the job training would not, as it were, admit of any error. It was sheer,
incredible nerve.
Robert was a romantic, an enthusiast, simple hearted, brave, a charismatic leader and quite without
guile. He wanted to be a soldier and especially to join the Grenadier Guards. A connection with that
regiment was needed, so my father proposed him. If what follows seems angry, that is because I am.
Liddell Hart, when asked to explain why England had never experienced a military coup, pointed out
that this was because, in the peacetime Army, no one of any intelligence was ever allowed to rise
above the rank of Captain. In Robert’s case, only massive incompetence can explain - though cannot
excuse - what followed. I attended Vincent’s dinner at Lords in the Autumn of 1976. Robert came in.
He walked across to David Badenoch - also Lincoln - and me. I knew that he was serving in Northern
Ireland and I asked him how he was getting on. He said he was working undercover, in intelligence. I
simply could not believe this. A child could tell from 50 paces that Robert was Ampleforth, Oxford
and the Guards. There never walked a man less capable of any deception, let alone of anything
dishonourable. But it was true. Even at Vincent’s dinner he had an automatic in a shoulder holster
under his jacket. I begged him to give it up and to return to proper regimental duties. I reminded him
that he was an officer of the line; that he had no obligation to soldier out of uniform, that he was
unfit for such work, and that he was a leader of men in battle and not a solo artist. It was no good.
He spoke of duty. He spoke of the importance of his work. He said people depended on him. He
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mentioned the Secretary of State. I embraced him and said farewell. Six months later he was
abducted, tortured and murdered by the IRA. We, who knew him, loved him. And we wept.

But let us go back to Oxford. I see Robert in the ring. He was fast. He had a lovely style, he was fluid
and he seemed never to retreat. I do not recall that he was ever beaten, but if he was, it must have
been a crooked verdict - no doubt at Cambridge! I fought him once in a bare knuckle fight, which was
the main attraction, at a riotous summer party held on a College Barge. We were roared on by the
Fancy and though he gave me at least a stone, I took some terrible punishment. I see him as the
Greyhounds’ open side wing forward sprinting across the pitch at Grange Road to tackle the
Cambridge winger in the corner. I see him turning up at my future parents-in-law’s house with two
pheasants for dinner and my then fiancée, asking him if he would be an usher at our wedding. I hear
still his charming reply that he hoped that we would not mind if he was late - and this before we had
fixed the date, let alone the time! As I write, I have in front of me the OUABC Captain’s book
containing Robert’s account of the revival of the Club. He wrote: “I decided to get a team together,
try and get permission to revive the Club, get Blue recognition and box Cambridge. Looking back on
it, I think I was mad”. I reply as follows: Robert, you were not mad - you were a Star. We thought so
then; we know it now. One of your heroes, Pierce Egan, wrote: “In a word - I trust I shall always be
found at the Scratch, with Honour”. Not many are found at the Scratch. Even fewer are found there
with Honour. You, dear Robert, were always there, with Honour.

Edited and mistakes by: Peter W. Davies: peterwinder@icloud.com
In line with data privacy laws, we have drafted a Privacy Policy http://www.ouabc.com/ that tells you what we do with
and why we hold your personal data – things like your name, email address, educational history and information related to
your boxing career – as well as how you can amend, see or remove your data from our systems.
We have your details on our system because you have previously provided it to us to keep you abreast of OUABC-related
events and developments. Therefore, we shall continue to provide you with such updates over email unless you email us
to tell us to stop.
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